PRESS RELEASE
“Three-destination skiing”: exclusive ski safari in Graubünden
Arosa, 30 October 2018 – With the “Three-destination skiing” special, the Tschuggen
Hotel Group is launching an exciting offer for winter sports enthusiasts. On the threeday ski safari from Arosa to St. Moritz via Lenzerheide, guests can discover diverse ski
resorts offering kilometres of slopes, and overnight in three exclusive hotels in the
Graubünden mountains.
Those wanting to explore over 340 kilometres of snow-sure slopes and three exceptional hotels
in Graubünden within a short space of time will find the perfect new offer at the Tschuggen
Hotel Group. “Three-destination skiing” includes two days of skiing in the winter sports resort
Arosa Lenzerheide, one day of skiing in St. Moritz, as well as a comfortable night’s stay in the
Valsana Hotel & Appartements, the Tschuggen Grand Hotel and the Carlton Hotel. Also
included are arrival and departure by train, ski rental, transfers between the destinations and
luggage transport. “The special is in line with our philosophy to offer guests a pleasurable and
unique experience”, says Leo Maissen, the company’s Chief Development Officer.
The ski safari starts in Arosa, at 1800 a s l, where guests are accommodated in the Valsana
Hotel & Appartements at the entrance to the village. Recently reopened in 2017, the four-star
hotel boasts a design inspired by the surrounding nature, as well as a sustainable energy
concept. After a relaxing night in the hotel, the “Tschuggen Express” private mountain railway
brings guests right into the heart of the ski resort connecting the two holiday destinations Arosa
and Lenzerheide. Guests’ luggage is then transported to the Tschuggen Grand Hotel, where
they will spend the second night. This hotel is situated right by the slope and is easily reached
on skis. Those looking to relax can make use of the five-star hotel’s 5,000 sqm spa, which was
designed by star architect Mario Botta. The following day, guests have once again the
opportunity to enjoy the 225 kilometres of slopes and 42 installations connecting the two ski
resort. This time, the descent leads right into the heart of the mountain village Lenzerheide,
where guests are collected by chauffeur in the late afternoon for the one-hour drive to the chic
Carlton Hotel St. Moritz. In addition to fine suites offering unobstructed views of the lake, the
luxury hotel also boasts award-winning haute cuisine, an exclusive spa and a large sun terrace.
Guests have the option of spending a third and final unforgettable day of skiing on Corviglia or
Corvatsch, exploring a total of 270 kilometres of slopes.
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The Tschuggen Hotel Group’s “Three-destination skiing” offer is available from CHF
2’500 per person in a double room, including return journey by train from any station in
Switzerland. The offer is valid from 7 December 2018 to 23 March 2019, excluding the
peak season. For more information and to book, visit tschuggen.ch or call +41 81 378
9999.

About Tschuggen Hotel Group –
exclusive getaways at the most beautiful locations in Switzerland
The private Tschuggen Hotel Group has been committed to providing exceptional hospitality, award-winning
cuisine, luxurious spa experiences and breath taking views in some of Switzerland’s most beautiful spots for over
30 years. With their exclusive offers and discreet service, the family-owned five-star hotels offer guests superior
luxury holiday experiences. The hotels of Tschuggen Hotel Group AG are the Tschuggen Grand Hotel Arosa, the
Carlton Hotel St. Moritz, the Hotel Eden Roc in Ascona and the Albergo Carcani in Ascona (three stars). The Hotel
Valsana opened its doors in Winter 2017 as an attractive eye-catcher at the entrance to Arosa. Further information
can be found at tschuggenhotelgroup.ch
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